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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

SEP20 1329 -81 1329 1329 1410 DEC20 110,75 0,25 112,10 110,25 110,50

NOV20 1347 -2 1368 1339 1349 MAR21 112,45 0,20 113,85 111,95 112,25

JAN21 1362 -3 1382 1355 1365 MAY21 113,80 0,10 115,35 113,40 113,70

MAR21 1375 -3 1395 1369 1378 JUL21 115,10 -0,05 116,75 114,90 115,15

NEW YORK ICE MARKET
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Supports: 1320 & 1280
Resistances: 1375, 1415 & 1470

New York ICE:

Supports: 112,00, 110,25 & 108,25-106,75
Resistances: 118,75 & 125,50
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

BRAZIL

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

As a high volume of arabica coffee has already been sold, Brazilian agents – who are concerned about the weather – have been away from the market, reducing

liquidity in Brazil says Cepea in its latest report. Besides, quotes are oscillating in both the international and domestic markets, keeping sellers with less appetite
for new deals. The harvesting has ended in all Brazilian regions surveyed by Cepea, and some sporadic flowerings have been spotted in arabica crops, which is

concerning agents, since the hot and dry weather may damage crops.

On the other hand, agents consulted by Cepea claim that many purchasers have little room for the new coffee in warehouses, while others are receiving the

product purchased in previous months, which is limiting new deals. Some of the agents have reported difficulties to find trucks available for transport.

Many Robusta Conilon farmers are concerned about the dry weather, mainly in Espírito Santo, where most flowering has occurred. Flower drops have not been
reported yet, but if it does not rain in the coming days, the development of the 2021/22 crop may be hampered. In Rondônia, the dry weather is affecting coffee

trees too. However, as flowering has not occurred in a large area, farmers are not as concerned.

Total precipitation accumulated between Sunday and Tuesday of next week is over 50mm in the south of Minas Gerais and between 30 mm to 50mm in

Mogiana, Zona da Mata and South Espiritu Santo.

Conab released its third survey on the 2019/20 Brazilian crop, pegging the crop at 61.6M bags, representing an increase in production of 25% Y/Y and marking
this crop as the second largest on record after the 2018 crop. Arabica production was estimated at 47.4M bags, while the Conilon crop came in at 14.3M bags,
approximately 4M bags lower than the current USDA estimate. The comparatively low estimate for Conilon production was attributed to unfavorable conditions in

the region of Espirito Santo during the flowering phase.

Farmers are well capitalized and lower interest in Brazil will support their decision to avoid coffee sales if the cash is not needed, most of them keep repeating:
why would I sell my coffee to put money in the bank? The answer is always the same, there is no remuneration on the bank investments to support a sale

decision. Farmer selling must be around 60%.

Latin American currencies and equities fell on concerns about the economic recovery. The Brazilian central bank held rates as expected at 2.0 % after nine

consecutive cuts. Brazil recorded its fastest mid-month inflation in eight months amid higher costs of food and transportation, pressure the BCB have been
dismissing as temporary and unlikely to force it to raise interest rates any time soon. The BRL weakened out to 5.5984 last night, before closing at 5.5959.

Business continued quiet with current crop’s inventory running lower and lower. Exporters remained cautious with their offers for new crop as weather conditions

typically this time of the year might affect ripening and harvesting of coffee.

The country exported 44,233 tons of coffee during the first half of September while volume for September last year was 92,305 tons, as per the Customs.

Tropical storm Noul made landfall in Vietnam this week. Despite of the heavy rain in central coffee parts of the country, authorities has downgraded the weather

system.

Recent rainfall in Vietnam has improved the condition of crops within the Central Highlands as shown by crop-vegetation density data provided by Thomson
Reuters. This data shows a recovery in vegetation density throughout August. Nonetheless, the condition of crops in that region is below that of 2019 according

to this dataset which would indicate, at this stage, that the crop is developing at a slower pace than last year. Cumulative rainfall received in the Central
Highlands in August is calculated at 18.6% above the average over the past five years, but was approximately 70mm below the volume received in August 2019,
representing a fall of 16.5% Y/Y. Perhaps of more concern is whether this rainfall will continue in force through October, potentially causing disruption to the

harvest and risking detrimental impacts to the quality of the crop.

Nicaragua 20-21 Coffee exports seen steady with few Covid delays. August shipments slid to 133,672 bags from 251,962 bags year earlier, according to data

from the nation’s customs agency Cetrex. In current season that ends Sept. 30, exports reached 2.47m bags; fetching almost $437m compares with 2.43m bags
shipped a year earlier, when the top export product generated $413m.

Coffee's greatest living pest, the coffee berry borer, has been discovered for the first time on the Hawaiian island of Kauai, home to the largest coffee farm in
the U.S. Thus far, the privately owned Kauai Coffee company — which maintains some 4 million coffee trees on more than 3,000 acres, according to the

company — has not reported any presence of CBB, according to an announcement of the discovery made by the Hawaii Department of Agriculture.

Honduran coffee exports are expected to climb 14% during the next harvesting season, a senior sector official said on Monday, citing a forecast for more
favorable weather conditions as well as new plantations coming online. 2020/2021 season is seen shipping 6.28 million bags, compared to the 5.52 million bags

expected in the current 2019/2020 cycle, which concludes at the end of this month. IHCAFE had previously expected the country's coffee farmers to export 6.52
million bags during the nearly complete 2019/2020 cycle, but had to lower the estimate as low prices and drought weighed on the sector.

El Salvador – As per the Salvadoran Coffee Council, since start of 2019-2020 season on Oct. 1, shipments slid to 438,881 bags from 543,382 bags a year
earlier. August exports dropped 25% y/y to 25,670 bags. Country’s coffee sector is struggling to lift output mainly due to low international prices the past few

years and continued coffee leaf rust.

Colombia’s 2020 Coffee Crop is set to total 14.1m bags according to the CEO of the National Federation of Coffee Growers Roberto Velez. Velez went on to

dismiss the impact of the La Nina weather event thus far, saying there is nothing to raise alarm.

India - Permits issued for Robusta Exports between 1st Jan and 22nd Sep 2020 were about 14.46% lower compared to 2019. Permits issued for Natural

Robusta exports declined by about 13.09% and Washed Robusta declined by about 20.17% compared to previous season. At the same time, permits issued for
Total Arabica exports between 1st Jan and 22nd Sep 2020 remained 9.09% lower compared to previous season, limited supply. Export permits issues for washed

Arabica declined by about 14.28%, at the same time permits issued for natural Arabica remained about 10.55% higher. Monsoon Rains intensified this week
causing floods and landslides in some part of coffee growing regions.

Another wave of lockdowns could add even more uncertainty to coffee demand, which was already hit hard by the pandemic amid closures for restaurants, and
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last high low

1,16418 1,16798 1,16265

This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR

The EURUSD crossed on a weekly low at 1.1644, dropping more than 1.5% since Monday. Risk aversion continues to dominate the markets after the falls in the

international equity markets. Fear of the possible consequences of the second wave of contagion that most of Europe is experiencing is weighing on the
single European currency.

The price of the barrel of Brent falls by about 3% (41.20 USD per barrel) despite the data of falling reserves in the United States published yesterday at the
last minute. The general doubts about the economic recovery on the international scene press the price of oil down.

Another wave of lockdowns could add even more uncertainty to coffee demand, which was already hit hard by the pandemic amid closures for restaurants, and

cafes across the globe. At the same time, the world has seen an overflow of bean supplies dragging futures last week to the worse weekly slump in 22 years.

With more people working at home during the COVID-19 pandemic, consumption of instant coffee is perking up in Japan while that of pricey brews goes
cold. That, in turn, is driving up demand for robusta coffee beans, which are mainly used to make instant coffee. Sales of the higher-quality arabica beans
favored by coffee shops have fallen. The trend has made Vietnam, the world's biggest producer of robusta, Japan's top supplier of coffee beans and relegated

Brazil to second place. Japan's state of emergency, declared in April, shuttered cafes and restaurants across the country, forcing Starbucks Coffee Japan to halt
business at some 1,100 outlets. The closures dealt a heavy blow to demand for arabica beans.

Nespresso today commits that every cup of Nespresso coffee, both for at-home and for professional customers, will be carbon neutral by 2022.

Daily coffee consumption may reduce the risk of disease progression and mortality in patients with advanced or metastatic colorectal cancer,

according to a new study conducted by researchers from the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute. The study was published in JAMA Oncology on 17th September 2020.
According to data provided by the World Cancer Research fund in 2018, colorectal cancer was the third most common cancer in the world, with 1.8 million new

cases in the year 2018.

In a large group of patients with metastatic colorectal cancer, consumption of a few cups of coffee a day was associated with longer survival and a lower risk of

the cancer worsening. Participants who drank larger amounts of coffee — more than four cups a day — had an even greater benefit in these measures. The
benefits held for both caffeinated and decaffeinated coffee.
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